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Got your show (virtual or IRL) ready
and want to know how to add that
X factor that will keep people
talking about it?
Les Bubb has been performing
globally for more than 35 years in
TV, film, commercials, theatre and
anywhere that looks like it might
be fun.
He's distilled the following tips and
tricks that keeps his shows fresh and keeps him in demand year
after year.
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Although we're more into judging a performance on it's own merits, Les has
all the credentials you can shake a stick at. He went to drama school and
studied with The Mime Greats of his era: Desmond Jones in London, Etienne
Decroux in Paris, Théâtre du Mouvement and Daniel Stein. He honed his
comedic self further with Philippe Gaulier and Monika Pagneux.
His unique blend of mime and metaphysical clowning shot him into the
zeitgeist, joining the new wave of alternative comedy of the 1980s. He
toured with contemporaries Stephen Fry, Hugh Laurie and Lenny Henry.

Zipping into the 90s and 00s, Les toured with Take That alongside a variety
of TV shows (such as Blue Peter, Room 101, Friday Night Live) as well as
starring in and co-wrote the TV series HUBUBB for the BBC, making him
mainstream to a whole new generation.

Nowadays he also works with Hollywood as motion picture and CGI artist
and creative consultant on the interacting with the invisible and as a vocal
artist on-set reading virtual characters for films such as the the Harry Potter
franchise and Detective Pikachu (and yes, he was Mr. Mime).
Current country count is 40+ and Les is now diversifying his attention to
raise the next generation of performance artists.

Wherever you're performing, that place is YOURS. Make it yours by knowing it
well.
If your show is indoors - be aware of where you are lit.
Stay illuminated even if it is uncomfortable for your eyes.
If it's too bright it's probably right!
The audience is ALSO in your space, so SEE them, AND be aware of all of those
seated areas.
Les likes to explore the different areas of the auditorium to feel what it’s like to
observe the stage from those various positions.

Les can't carry a table on
tour, so he has to adjust
each show for the table
that the venue can
provide.
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By checking these sightlines you can adapt your performance accordingly.
Les needs to know how to get off and on the stage swiftly and safely so, like a
good boy scout, he’s prepared with his routes.
Make sure the stage manager/auditorium staff know your plans so that they can
dissuade them from placing bags/coats et cetera in such areas.

Social media has created a huge digital audience hungry for content, and we as
artists need to step up our game.
This is what makes social media performance more similar to theatre than film - the
awareness of the audience and the invitation to the audience to interact directly.
Up your stage craft - even if you don’t have a ‘stage’.
Communicating via these methods is still in its infancy so we should be as aware as
possible of potential pitfalls.
We are explorers of this new digital medium, but some of our old ways of
communicating are of paramount importance:

With social media,
everyone’s an
artist now.
We’d argue that everyone was
an artist anyway, but it seems
that the missing ingredient for
people realising this, is the
introduction of an audience.
(AFTER USE, PLEASE P UT IT B ACK IN IT S P ROP ER P LACE )
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Be well lit. Use multiple light sources to give your image three dimensions.
Do not back-light yourself. (unless it is a deliberate theatrical device)
When speaking to a virtual audience, engage with the camera on your digital
device and speak directly to it as much as possible. This is distracting with the
visuals but gets easier through practise.
Don’t just be a talking head - Use normal expressive head and hand gestures to
emphasise your words.
Watching and listening to someone on a screen is more engaging and
memorable - Where possible use as much of your physical bodily self to express
to the max.
Imagine your audience are beloved friends or family and your humanity should
shine through.

This isn't a film.
Your audience are living breathing humans who are right there in front of you and
eager to see what you came here for. You can bet they’re going to let you know
immediately if they’re not that into you - or worse - just ignore you.
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1980s, this is a corporate
gig for Carpet Sales team

Be so confident in your material that you have the brain space free to really care
about how your audience responds.
Which part of the audience responds better to which bit of material? Throw
some tasters out and find out.
Is one section really enthusiastic and do the rest of the audience take their
cues from them?
Give everyone the chance to connect with you.
Heard of The Big Ear? It means developing a capacity for always being aware
of your audience's reactions. Don't get so lost in your show that you don’t pay
attention to your crowd.

We get it, you care about how you will be received and worried about what will go
wrong - but having fear and anxiety run around your body like hyperactive
children at school fête isn’t going to make you a better performer.
We are very visible on stage and our audience is more aware than you can
imagine.
Don’t let them sense your fear. It’s infectious - you don’t want them ‘worrying’
about you. They need to feel like they are in safe hands.
To do this you must refuse fear - stand apart from this huge vacuum cleaner of
success!
If it raises its ugly head, acknowledge it, recognise it for the hinderance it is, then
move on.
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Forget fear for it is only what we let it be.
"I must not fear.
Fear is the mind-killer.
Fear is the little-death that brings total
obliteration.
I will face my fear.

I will permit it to pass over me and through me.

With our belief in our preparation it has no power to diminish our success.
Be true to what you know and don’t fear - we have the means (recall Boggart
banishing in Harry Potter with the aptly names spell Riddikulus?)
Use your imagination to place fear in a silly outfit.
We should fill ourselves with all we have prepared and let our muscle memory do
its’ magic.

And when it has gone past, I will turn the inner eye to
see its path.

Fear TRICKS you.

Where the fear has gone there will be nothing. Only I
will remain."

It’s an elevated feeling which limits your thinking and expression and expands your
self-doubt unlike excitement which is liberating and infectious.

Your fear will accelerate your actions, dampen your curiosity, and ultimately
prevent you from connecting with your audience.
Nothing should stop you from playing and having fun with your audience.
How? Think of it like this:
You are the answer to an equation it’s taken a long time to set up.
You’ve trained, devised, practiced, booked, travelled, prepared and done that
huge laundry list of things to get to this point. Your audience has gone through a
similar process to be here tonight. “We’re waiting in the wings for you!” - that’s
exciting!
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Fear and excitement use the same neurological pathways, so get excited that
you’re the answer to this moment, look forward to it. You’re the answer - and
there’s nothing to be afraid of there.
In the words of Agent Smith: “It was inevitable."

1986, Les signing
his first contract

Les likes to iron his costumes as a meditative practice before he goes on stage - so
whatever controlled chaos he gets into, he’ turned up ready and presentable so he
can control the chaos of a show with skill, comedy and his head in exactly the right
place to deliver.

Be aware of your breath.
Your breath ultimately shows your internal dialogue - it is a physical (and audible)
reminder of the truth of what we are feelling and portraying.
Move with the Flow.
If you're presenting over social media, people want to see you being alive.
Instead of nerves, have a welcoming natural smile.
Instead of low energy, have breath…. And KEEP IT LIGHT in atmosphere and
feeling.
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1985, image by
Steven Aspinall
Les sez: “Use levity to fight gravity” Well he did just now anyway.
Flow can be described in many ways - oneness, centeredness, zen… however you
want to call being in the moment, it makes for an incredible performance.

To some folk awareness is everything, to others it’s breath, or posture, or text, flow
et cetera but whatever you perceive it be no ONE thing is everything.
Only EVERYTHING is everything.
Don't get too hung up on any one thing.
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"No thing
is
everything...
...only everything
is
everything."

Why?
If you get too obsessed with timing, breath, awareness, costume or whatever, you
risk becoming overly internalised and rigid and won't connect with your audience,
your body or flow - or whatever happens to be in your performance environment
that day.
Get sensitive to what is happening now, in the moment.
You’ll have more fun and so will your audience.

There are some things you can control so you can visualise success with more
confidence.
Les recalls techies always struggling with batteries, so he’d bring spares so when
the inevitable happened, he could quickly solve the problem for them, even though
it wasn’t a problem he should have been solving.
This is just one of the many ‘mistakes’ that has occurred in the past so even if it’s
not your official ‘job’ you must still take steps to ensure it does not disturb your flow
again.
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Proper
Planning
Prevents
Poor
Performance

When you are able to put the proper planning in place - everything else becomes
an adventure. Things will happen outside your control and as the star, you’ll be in
the limelight of the disaster - but if you’re in the flow - you can deal with whatever
is coming your way.

As a performer you rely on a huge team of people giving you what you need. As
an artist it can be frustrating when people try to contain you, appear to be less
committed than you are, or have ‘rigid’ thinking patterns.
Filming a TV show in Barcelona, a techie kept playing the incorrect track, despite
Les having labelled it clearly, and on the third time, in Clown Mode, Les made a
quip. However, his Spanish was shaky and rather than diffusing the situation, he
made it worse to the point where, even though the techie was making rookie
mistakes, Les was the one who had to apologise else the show would not go on.
At a big festival in Germany, Les gave the techie his cue sheet - who was very
unimpressed and asked him to shorten it to a single piece of A4 paper. After
simplifying it all he could, the techie informed Les that it was unintelligible.
Many back and forths later, the techie was only won over after seeing the show
because it was quite unlike what the techie did on the daily (bands) and only after
seeing the show did he understand why Les was being so particular about details.

"How long is
your
routine?"

"How long is your
life?"
(AFTER USE, PLEASE P UT IT B ACK IN IT S P ROP ER P LACE )
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He was just expecting Les to walk on, do a thing and walk off - which if you’ve
ever met Les you’ll know that’s pretty doubtful.
The devil is in the detail. So is the magic. AND the comedy. So, the take-away
lesson(s) ?
For a full length 90 minute show Les needs 5 hours to go over his tech, hang and
focus lights, balance radio microphones, music and sound effects before a show.
While trying to stay flexible to the venue’s technical possibilities he tries not to
compromise on this because at the end of the day - it’s you in the spotlight and
you’re responsible for bringing the magic.
In doing this it’s vital you don’t let your own stress interfere with the others
professional expertise and support.

Know your limits, but don’t have them thrust upon you.

One must never be afraid of taking risks in theatre.
To fail is to learn.
Gaulier’s got a great little trick when you fail or fumble on-stage - You simply watch
an angel pass overhead - it refocusses you and the audience and gives you a
moment.
It’s here where you show your humanity.
Always play the emotional truth of the moment - the physical should follow…
To err is to be human. It’s the great leveller - like death.
(Obviously try not to fail in front of the Queen in a Royal Variety performance!)

"The bigger the
mistake...
... the bigger the
learning
opportunity"
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In France, Les was not allowed to record his act in front of a live TV audience with
a tie that mismatched his outfit. Despite Les explaining that his act was a COMIC
one the costumier could not understand how it would be funny to look awful so he
insisted on finding him a properly matching tie, and Les had to let him.
THAT was HIS job.
Les normally gets a runny nose after about 5 minutes onstage. He works blowing
his nose into his routine and as a laugh shows the messy result to the nearby
children. This only resulted in hushed murmurs in Japan, but the festival bookers
were so politely protective of his feelings that they only informed him of this
cultural ‘faux pas’ after his run...
"In school, you're taught a lesson and then given a test. In life, you're given a test
that teaches you a lesson." ~ Tom Bodett
Don’t sweat it. Enjoy it. Learn from it.

Join us for our upcoming
MASTERCLASS: BECOME A NEXT
LEVEL PERFORMER where you'll
learn how to start earning as a
street performer right away,
learn some mime, and ask Les
anything you like!

MORE INFO
You can join the
inside track in
the Facebook
group.
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